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Nikolay Starikov is a historical and political writer 
working and living in St. Petersburg, Russia. Starikov 
undoubtedly can be called an active social and politi-
cal figure. He is an author of 11 titles concerning 
historical, social, political and current affair issues. 
He focuses on Russia’s history, its interrelations with 
other major countries in the world today and through 
the past centuries. Starikov’s aim is to trace pat-
terns of events happening around us and influencing 
our lives. He introduces various facts to the reader, 
explains them and provides evidence.

Об авторе
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Starikov is an active social and media figure. People interested

in his ideas and followers of his position can trace latest news and

events regarding the author as well as his blog updates via his personal

website (Russian version is more expanded http://nstarikov.ru/,

although there is an English version available http://nstarikov.ru/en/ ).

As can be seen from the website all of the blog posts are highly soughtafter

with active discussions among readers.

Starikov is a jewel in a crown of Russian modern non-fiction

authors with a unique view and personal opinion. His works are

highly popular and in demand among Russian readership. Most of

Starikov’s books became bestsellers with a necessity of additional print

runs. His book “Liquidation of Russia. Who Helped the Red Army

to Win?” has been a history nonfiction number one bestseller in

Russian book stores. And according to the sales rating it has been

enrolled in Top-20 sales in all genres. The same success “Rouble

Nationalization. The Way to Russia’s Freedom” has faced together with

becoming a Russian Internet choice in 2011
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Crisis. How It Is Done: 
Oil collapses, elections, quotes fall, military conflicts 
and hire murders this is what the crisis is. And this 
is not randomnicity. Crisis is a weapon with a strug-
gles happening not only in stock exchange, but in our 
minds and hearts. Welcome to the real world.

 • This book will give you answers to the most urgent 
questions: What has been done by the US Govern-
ment to assure that crisis happens?

 • Why dollars are issued not by government but by 
Federal Reserve System? 

 • How J F Kennedy’s death is connected with today’s 
crisis? 

 • What is democracy and why will it never be estab-
lished in the whole world? 

 • What is the reason for petrol being more expen-
sive in Russian than in the US?

Rescue of dollar — war: 
The dollar grew on the I World War blood.The 
dollar became the main currency on the II World 
War ruins. Changes are nothing and today: rescue 
of dollar — is new war. To remain afloat, the USA 
is ready to dip the whole world in chaos. Anything 
isn’t stable. The dollar, Euro, NATO, the European 
Union — everything is bursting at the seams. You 
will find answers to questions in this book: 

 • What will be with the USA and dollar of FRS? 

 • Whether will China be the world leader? 

 • Why need Washington the Third World War? 

 • Why did Hitler rescue the British army instead 
of to destroy it?

Chaos and Revolution: 
Dollar’s Weapon: There is nothing reliable in today’s 
world anymore. Currency rates range all the time, 
crisis attacks economy. In addition, wave of revolu-
tions andchaos is likely to swallow up entire conti-
nents. First and Second World Wars have completely 
changed the world. Hitler made dollar a global 
reserve currency. And today’s events are aimed to 
maintain existing situation. This book will give you 
answers to questions: 

 • Why NATO showed aggression against Libya? 

 • Why WikiLeaks resource was created? 

 • Where snipers from the rooftops of Arabic cities 
are coming from?
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Rouble Nationalization. The Way to Russia’s
Freedom
Unrestrained issuing of money backed by nothing has 
been the dream of bankers and moneylenders for cen-
turies. This is the shortest way to domination. All the 
world’s money stocks are tied to the dollar, which can 
be issued without restrictions. The Russian rouble does 
not belong to the people anymore. This book will give 
you answers to questions: 

 • How are the deaths of American presidents connect-
ed to various types of identical American dollars? 

 • How did Mussolini cooperate with the British Intel-
ligence Service and what did it lead to? Why did the 
USSR refuse to enter the IMF and sign the Bretton 
Woods agreement?

Geopolitics: How it is done
The word “geopolitics” came into our life strongly. 
What are they — geopolitical interests of Russia 
today? What were they earlier? 

Have anything changed for last centuries? The 
Nikolay Starikov’s new book, author of best-sell-
ers “Crisis: how it is done”, “Stalin. We remember 
together”, “Nationalization of ruble — a way to 
freedom of Russia”, explains situation on a world 
chessboard simply and clearly. Using a set of the 
historical examples little known to society, the 
author shows realization of geopolitics princi-
ples in practice. And the history course becomes 
clear at once, and acts of state employees are 
filled with logic and sense which were considered 
“inexplicable” before. Having read the new book 
of Nikolay Starikov, you learn: 

 • Why Stalin turned Red Army men into White ones. 

 • Oppose somebody Peter I managed “to make 
friends” with Karl XII the Swedish king and what 
happened. 

 • As Rothschild created Great Germany. 

 • Why Russia and England faced in Afghanistan, 
Persia and China constantly. 

 • As the island of Malta is connected with a cam-
paign of Cossacks to India and murder of Paul I 
the emperor. 

 • Why all revolutionaries tried to flood the Russian 
fleet. 

Don’t look for difficult explanations for simple 
things. Fight is infinite. And Russia won’t leave  
at rest …
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Ukraine: chaos and revolution —  
the dollar weapon
New book of the famous writer and public figure 
Nikolay Starikov, the author of bestsellers “Geopoli-
tics. How is done”, «Rouble Nationalization. The Way 
to Russia’s Freedom”, “Stalin. We remember togeth-
er» is about the crash of the Ukrainian state which 
followed the revolution carried out by the USA’s 
special services in Kiev in February, 2014. The chaos 
and revolutions came into life of “civilized mankind” 
firmly. One by one successful countries appear 
the captured disorders and stay on the verge of 
collapse. The chaos has already approached to our 
borders closely. A year ago anybody couldn’t think 
that nazi fighters will march and blood will flow on 
the cities of Ukraine. But it happened. February, 
1917 repeated in February, 2014. Why does it occur?

The United States of America need war to write off 
the enormous public debt. They began to it with 
Libya, Syria. Now is it Ukraine. The USA has some 
purposes: 

 • To destroy Ukraine, having thrown an instability 
zone through border of Russia; 

 • To push out Russia from the Black Sea, having 
removed our fleet from the Crimea; 

 • Near Russian borders to create absolutely anti-
Russian state where all speak Russian perfectly. 

They have already pushed together parts of one 
people. Divided – and dominated. We remember In-
dia and Pakistan, Ireland. The Russian world divided 
into parts – here is a main goal of our geopolitical 
opponents. But it is impossible now and in future. 
The Crimea returned home. Instead of “Arab”, “the 
Russian spring” began. Russia has explosion of pat-
riotism. We are able to unite in a difficult situation. 
Russia returned to big geopolitics. There are no any 
sanctions to intimidate us. We have to be strong the 
chaos left the Russian world to the USA left Ukraine 
alone and  blood doesn’t flow any more on streets 
of our cities. Because we are one people and there-
fore Russia is urged to protect balance of justice in 
the world.

Shershe la oil: 
Do you want to understand artful designs of world 
olitics? The book demonstrates rotation all modern 
policy round an oil pipe. The oil background is every-
where: crash of the USSR, Saddam Hussein’s inva-
sion into Kuwait or fight of the Colombian partisans. 
You will find answers to questions in the book: 

 • Why doesn’t US dollar belong to the USA? 

 • How did Saudi Arabia manage to ruin the Soviet 
Union?

 • Why need the USA the international terrorism?

 • Why does the dollar fall and price of oil grow?
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Russia and the Crimea. The Crimea and 
Russia. 
This is single whole, combination of history and 
geopolitics. These are heroic pages of two defenses 
of Sevastopol. This is Suvorov and Kutuzov, these 
are admirals Nakhimov, Kornilov and Istomin. This 
is wise policy of Catherine the Great and Nikita 
Khrushchev’s wild behavior similar to treachery. As 
soon as Russia found the Crimea, it became a super 
state. Each loss of the Crimea led to loss of this 
status. Russia again became a super state, thanks to 
courage and firmness of the Crimeans and political 
will of the Russian president in 2014. Everything one 
will find in the new book of Nikolay Starikov (the au-
thor of bestsellers “Geopolitics. How is done”, «Rou-
ble Nationalization. The Way to Russia’s Freedom”) 
and Dmitry Belyaev (the author of the book “Ruin in 
heads. Information war against Russia”). 

 • How the Crimea came back home in 2014?

 • Who and why organized revolution in Kiev? 

 • What was the history of loss of the Crimea in 
1991?

 •  Why Khrushchev gave the Crimea to Ukraine the 
Kuriles to Japan nearly? 

 • What happened during the Great Patriotic War in 
the Crimea? 

 • What horror was created on the peninsula during 
the Civil war? 

The Crimea and Russia. Russia and The Crimea. 
Unit, a whole country, common history. Now is 
forever.

STALIN. Let’s Remember Together
In the modern history of Russia there is no better 
known man than Joseph Stalin. Debates about him  
do not stop.There is no statesman, who is accused  
of so many crimes that he never committed. This book 
will help you to find answers to questions: 

 • Was Stalin a despot in his relations with his col-
leagues and subordinates? 

 • Did Stalin interfere into our army’s management 
and lessened its ability to fight?

 •  What caused the repressions in the period preced-
ing the Second World War? 

 • Why Stalin’s contemporaries used to think that he 
was a very witty man?
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Who set Hitler against Stalin?
This book will tell you who stirred Hitler into his suicidal 
decision to attack Stalin. It will tell you who were the real 
godfathers of the worst catastrophe in the history of Rus-
sia that went off on June 22, 1941. You will learn who gave 
money to Hitler and his party, helping the Nazi to power. 
Revealed in this book is the real reason behind the Nazi 
regime — aggression against the USSR to correct a previ-
ous blunder of Western intelligence that had led to Bol-
shevism in Russia. Instead of quietly disappearing with 
their loot, Lenin and his crew remained in the country 
and pieced it together into a global superpower, refusing 
to give it over to the West. The reader will emerge enlight-
ened about who were the true preachers and master-
minds of World War II, and who must share responsibility 
with the Nazi for their hideous crimes.

1917. Clue of  “Russian” Revolution
The fall of the Russian Empire in 1917 was not a 
fortuity as well as the Soviet Union collapse. In both 
cases strong external power initiated the process 
using fools and scoundrels that has ruined their own 
country for money. 

There are still more questions than answers regard-
ing this part of history. February of 1917 was the be-
ginning of Russian catastrophe of the 20th century. 
This book will help you to know: 

 • Why did Nicholas the Second and his brothers 
renounce the throne so easily? 

 • Who and how did organize Lenin’s train traveling 
to Russia? 

 • Why did the British spy Oswald Rayner make a 
control shot in Rasputin’s forehead? Why did Rus-
sian Provisional Government pay revolutionaries’ 
travel costs that wanted to depose it?
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Who finances collapse of Russia? 
From Decembrists to Mojaheds: 
This book shows that all revolutionary organizations 
were financed and nursed by foreign special services 
in Russia. Having read the book, you will learn:

 • Why didn’t Decembrists love the Russian army?

 • Why did terrorists Social Revolutionaries have not 
the Russian, but the British passports? 

 • Whose money allowed Lenin and his family had  
a rest in the most prestigious European resorts? 

 • Why does activity all our “fighters for freedom” 
always coincide with an aggravation of an interna-
tional situation?  

As betrayed Russia:
 • Why Russia is now lonely in political arena?

 • Why she always, irrespective of a social order and 
the mode of board, of something is accused? 

The author proves that the political unions had 
destructive influence on our history. In response to 
treachery Russia continued to be at war and help, 
rescue and to create, paying these gifts with blood 
of the sons. Isn’t it time to break off this. 

Liquidation of Russia. Who Helped the 
Red Army to Win in Civil War? 
The Russian Civil War has rubbed out Russian 
nationhood, territorial integrity and country’s 
economy. The book includes almost unknown 
facts about elimination of Romanov family, Rus-
sian navy, army and millions Russians. This book 
will help readers to find answers to questions: 

 • Who has organized and guided the liqui-
dation of Russia in the beginning of 20th 
century? 

 • Who really needed Russian feud? 

 • Who made Lenin to liquidate Tsar’s family?

 • Why did not Entente countries help the White 
Army?


